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After receiving a set of strange blueprints in the mail, you build an extraordinary food-making contraption and open a
restaurant. Your goal? Make food and satisfy customer 5d3b920ae0
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Great classic.. This game may be old because it was released 12 years ago, but trust me, this game is a classic and it is still fun,
despite it being 12 years old. I have played this game since 2010 and I bought it on Steam 3 months ago to go back to my early
childhood games and have fun with them again after 2 years of not playing it. This is one of those classic cooking games which
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are fun and simple at the same time. This game is not just about burgers and a story with aliens, it is also about challenge,
relaxation, and skill. Pros: It has 8 restaurants with customers with their own preferred orders. It has a story about building your
own restaurant chain. The graphics are clear and easy to see. The music is relaxing, goofy, and exciting at the same time. The
controls are quick and easy to learn. There is an Expert Mode for those good players plus the part 2 of Story Mode. There is a
different loop for the music depending on the current restaurant and it also fits the theme. Challenge Mode can make you
practice in serving impatient customers faster. Relax Mode is your own comfort zone in Burger Shop by serving food with a lot
of room for chill. Gameplay is very easy to master with a tutorial helping you know what to do. Cons: The game can be
repetitive at some point. There is only one soundtrack in the game. Conclusion: Overall, I rate this game a solid 10/10 because
not only does it have classic and fun gameplay, but also a lot of pros and less cons. I recommend trying this game because it is
absolutely fun and those people dreaming to be a culinarian or chef in the future, then this is the game for you because it is very
simple and easy to master, it is definitely worth your money.. mcdonald masterpiece. STEAM achievement. Burger Shop is a
fast food simulator but it got arcade style, the graphics are awesome, everything is animated with the best quality, so it start easy
and slowly gets a lot more hard, introducing one new challenge every level, some times are things that takes more time to make,
like the milkshakes, you need to prepare the ice cream, than you prepare the milk shake, and others are for help you like the
speed powerup, if one of your items have the speed powerup, every item that needs time to get ready, with this powerup, they
get ready in the same split second, its a great game.. It's a fun & causal Time Management Game that that'll make you feeling
hungry. As for the game's Story, it's a really fun one: You receive some strange blueprints in the mail with no return address,
since you have nothing better to do, you decide to build the thing and it turns out to be an extraordinary food-making
contraption known as the BurgerTron 2000, then you come to the decision to open a restaurant which turns into a major success
very quickly. Make food and satisfy a variety of customers until you discover the truth behind the mysterious blueprints..
mcdonald masterpiece
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